Please write YOUR Name: _______________________________________________________

1. Presentation Date: ___________________________________________________________

2. Presentation Title: ___________________________________________________________

3. Name of the Presenter: _______________________________________________________

4. Please rate the following via placing a mark any place on the axis (from Poor through Excellent):

   PRESENTER VERBAL DELIVERY, GENERAL PRESENTATION FLOW, AND SLIDE ORGANIZATION:

POOR  FAIR  GOOD  VERY GOOD  EXCELLENT

PRESENTATION’S TECHNICAL CONTENT AND PRESENTER’S KNOWLEDGE ON THE SUBJECT QUESTIONS:

POOR  FAIR  GOOD  VERY GOOD  EXCELLENT

INNOVATION CONTENT IN THE PRESENTATION AND RISK-TAKING IN THE PROJECT NOVELTY:

POOR  FAIR  GOOD  VERY GOOD  EXCELLENT

5) Please SUMMARIZE this talk in few sentences/bullet points:

6) Did YOU learn anything NEW or NOTABLE (yes or no)? If YES please summarize in ONE sentence:

7) SHOULD THIS PROJECT & THIS PRESENTER BE CONSIDERED FOR A BEST PROJECT AWARD?

   ABSTAIN  NO  YES

8) PLEASE PROVIDE AN OVERALL PROJECT GRADE:

POOR  FAIR  GOOD  VERY GOOD  EXCELLENT